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On Swan's Prism Photometer, commonly called
Lummer and Brodhun's Photometer. By Prof.
C. G-. Knott, D.Sc.

(Read December 19, 1899.)

In 1849 William Swan, subsequently Professor of Natural Philo-
sophy in the University of St Andrews, read a paper on the
" Gradual Production of Luminous Impressions on the Eye and
other Phenomena of Vision " before the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh
(see Transactions, Vol. XVI.). This paper contains some results
of high interest, but I have no recollection of ever having seen it
referred to in modern literature on the subject.

On April 4, 1859, Professor Swan gave a second paper on the
same subject, much briefer than the first, and entirely occupied
with descriptions of greatly improved forms of apparatus (see
Transactions, Vol. XXI.). Among the forms of apparatus de-

\

scribed is his " Prism Photometer." This is simply and solely the
form of photometer described in 1889, exactly thirty years later,
by Lummer and Brodhun, and named after them in all recent
literature (see Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenlcunde, Bd. 9). I cannot
do better than give Swan's own description in full, and reproduce
his own diagram.

He writes :—" An arrangement, which, from an imperfect trial I
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have made of it, promises to succeed well for comparing the bright-
ness of the illuminated apertures, may be made by cementing
together two equal and similar rectangular glass prisms ABC,
BCD, so as to form a parallelopiped, by means of a small portion
of Canada Balsam, which, when the prisms are pressed together,
expands into a circular thin film E. The illuminated apertures
C, D', in the screens are placed opposite to the faces AC, CD, and
the observer looks through the face BF. The light transmitted
through AC, and falling on BO, will be totally reflected, except the
portion which falls on the film of Canada Balsam at E, which will
be nearly all transmitted to the eye of the observer. The light
which is transmitted through the face CD will be totally reflected
to the eye by the face BC, except what falls on the Canada Balsam
at E, which will be nearly all transmitted. The spot E will appear
of a different brightness from the rest of the surface BC, except
when the light totally reflected by BC is equal in intensity to the
sum of the lights transmitted and reflected at E. The spot E will
then disappear, owing to the whole surface of BC, including the
spot, becoming uniformly bright. Assuming that the light partially
reflected at E has a constant ratio to that totally reflected by the
rest of the surface BC, and to that transmitted by AC, it is obvious
that the squares of the distances of the flame from the aperture
D' when the spot E disappears will give the ratio of the intensities
of the lights transmitted by the aperture C."

Swan's intention was to publish the results obtained with his
improved apparatus ; but we can find no record of the continuation
of the work. Probably he obtained nothing that materially added
to or in any way affected the accuracy of his earlier results ; and
it was not his habit to write for mere writing's sake.

But whatever may have been the real reason for his subsequent
silence, there is not the least doubt that Swan invented, described,
constructed, and used, thirty years before the scientific world was
ready for it, the prism photometer which Lummer and Brodhun
had to re-invent. One of the photometers constructed by Swan
himself is now among the apparatus of the Physical Laboratory of
Edinburgh University, having been purchased by Professor Tait
some years ago along with the best part of Professor Swan's private
collection. This photometer is in regular use in the Laboratory.
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In the same collection were also two other small prisms intended
for the same purpose but not made up. The lid of the small box
containing them still bears the inscription in Professor Swan's own
handwriting:—" Pair of fine plate-glass prisms made for me by
Cooke (1870) for my prism photometer." This inscription, written
fully ten years after the first published description, shows that
Swan was in the habit of using his photometer.

The fact that Swan had forestalled Lummer and Brodhun in
the invention and construction of an ingenious form of photometer
has, of course, been familiar to all officially connected with the
Edinburgh University Physical Laboratory for some years past.
Recently, having occasion to inquire somewhat closely into the
history of photometric methods, I determined to make a systematic
search through Swan's published papers, which for the most part
treat of optical subjects. I had not far to search; for on the
plate illustrating the second paper named above I recognised at a
glance the prism photometer, and immediately thereafter discovered
the descriptive paragraph. My expectation at most was to find
some incidental reference to the instrument. To my surprise I
found as complete a description of the essential instrument as any-
one could desire to find. It will remain always a matter of no
small astonishment that such an important contribution to know-
ledge should have escaped the notice of the myriad workers in
photometry. In Swan's day there was not the same great interest
taken in the subject; but that is no excuse for present neglect.

Swan's photometer was given to a world not ready for its
reception. Let us now who know its value not forget that it is
" Swan's " photometer.
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